Oakwood Christian Academy Summer Reading - 2018
Students Entering 11th Grade
Purpose: To build student vocabulary, develop critical thinking skills, encourage reading, and
prepare for classes.
OCA has a required summer reading for students which are expected to read TWO books over
the summer. Our goal is for our students to not only enjoy their summer reading books but
also to use this assignment as an opportunity to improve their analytical and writing skills. It is
our desire that students both read the book and think about what they are reading.
For Biblical Worldview class (11th Grade Bible), everyone is required to read Being A Christian
by Jason K. Allen and Truth Matters Confident Faith in a Confusing World by Köstenberger,
Bock, and Chatraw. Both books will be utilized for class discussions as well as a complimentary
support for course content.

The first book will be discussed and then tested over during the second week of school in class
(11th Grade Bible). The book should be read before school begins in August. Students who may
have read the book previously should re-read so that they will be prepared for discussion and
test. No written assignment will be submitted for this book, though students should record
notes (i.e.-key themes, central truths, personal observations, etc…), whether written or typed,
to use for graded class discussions. The content will help students become acclimated to what
is covered in Biblical Worldview class.

For the second book students will submit a written assignment that is due the first day of
school. Following each chapter of the book, as well as the Epilogue, there are discussion
questions. Students are required to respond to each of these questions. (26 Total) Questions
not only ask about content from the chapter but also explore how students react or feel about
the content.
Responses should refer to the text when applicable and answer each question completely.
Answers may be typed or neatly handwritten. Answers must be the student's own original
thoughts. Plagiarism (using answers off the Internet or passing someone else's thoughts off as
your own) will result in a zero on this assignment. This assignment should be printed out and
ready to turn in at the beginning of class.
Students are also encouraged to record notes for this book as well. This assignment will be
worth one test grade for the 1st Quarter.
If you have any questions or need any clarifications, please do not hesitate to email Mr.
Wooten at mitchellwooten@oca.oakwoodbc.org or Mrs. Tindell at
leannetindell@oca.oakwoodbc.org.

